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ing her crust, or her doll from the dog, than into the feelings
of a grown woman.
He had just reached this point in his recondite speculations
when he heard much heavier steps than Old Funky's ascending
his staircase and ere long there followed a bold decisive knock
at his door.
When he went to open it, there stood Mr. Roger Cask, look-
ing as if he had been working hard all that morning on a tech-
nical committee for the restoration of the old subterranean
water-pipe between Dorchester and Maiden Castle.
Claudius was panting a little from climbing the stairs; but
he seemed to display an additional nervousness beyond his dis-
like of being caught out of breath. He appeared glad, however,
to sink down in Dud's chair by the fire, and he willingly ac-
cepted a cigarette as soon as the latter had gone through the
particular formula, the terms of which had been taught him by
Mrs. Dearth. All Claudius's more intimate friends were, in
fact, implored by Mrs. Dearth to asseverate to him that they
got no pleasure from smoking alone. Dud in his gross way had
sometimes wondered whether Claudius saw through this little
"formula" but was so damned thankful to enjoy a cigarette
that, as Shakespeare would say, he "jumped" this bit of casuis-
tical "cat-ice" so quickly as to give the frozen fish, Conscience,
no chance to lift its protesting head.
Mr. Cask's desire was to get rid of desire, to becomt, in fact,
an automaton of self-sacrifice, and he had gone further than
many saints in this direction; but if there was one physical sen-
sation that seemed absolutely essential to his restless disposi-
tion it was the sensation of smoking; and thus it came about
that Mrs. Dearth, whose role in his life was that of the benev-
olent temptress, was driven to invent this "formula" so that
the poor man might have a little pleasure.
"Certainly—if it makes you feel more comfortable, No-
man," Claudius now remarked, sinking back in the chair, and
drawing long luxurious inhalations of this desirable nepenthe.
^"Gh, I mustn't forget	"hebegan with a start,for though
his memory was like the Tables of the Law in the sphere of social
reform, it was liable to lamentable lapses in social intercourse.
"Fve a message for you. Jenny's going to take Miss Ravel-
ston to tea at Glymes this afternoon and since she—they, I
mean—had a late breakfast—or Miss Ravelston had a late

